
Name: __________________________________  Date______________________  3° 

 

 

NEW YORK CITY VIDEO “Welcome to NY City” (youtube) 
Watch the video and complete the worksheet (or circle the right answer) 

PLACE # 1:   B _____________ 

It’s one of… the shortest  / the longer / the longest roads. 

It’s …  South to North   / North to South direction. 

It’s slanted (=en biais) because it was a road travelled…  by the Europeans    / by the American Indians 

PLACE #2:    T_____________________ 

Name originated from the famous New York Time N_________________ B_________________ once located here. 

You can see ______________, ______________, ______________________. 

PLACE #3:    C_______________ B ________________ 

The first building to use…  metal   /  wood for its…  walls    / floors 

It was the same material for cars    / houses / planes 

Many New Yorkers have a strong ______________________ to this artistic New York landmark. 

PLACE #4:  C________________ P_____________ 

It’s a vast open-space of…   840 acres / 930 acres 

You can hear the sound of peaceful  ______________-drawn carriages and __________________ chirping. 

PLACE #5:   M__________________of   N___________________ H___________________ 

There are… 4   /  5  / 6   floors of exhibits. 

It shows all aspects of __________________ from the beginning to the______________________. 

PLACE #6: L_____________________C_____________________ 

__________________________ and _________________________ are performing live on stage by __________________ 

from around the _______________________. 

PLACE #7: M_______________________M______________________ of A_________________. 

It’s a __________________________museum. It has works in every ______________________ of Art. 

PLACE #8:  F_____________ A________________ 

It’s a street that is world renowned for the large number of ______________________ brand name _______________ with 

beautiful display…    windows   /  doors. 

PLACE # 9 R________________________ C_______________________ 

it’s a complex of…  18 / 19 / 90          …commercial buildings. 

Developped between… 1929 and 1940  /       1929 and 1930 /     1939 and 1940 



 

PLACE # 10:  SAINT- ______________’s    C________________ 

It’s a…  gothic style  / roman style  …cathedral. 

It’s the seat of the… archbishop /   bishop. 

PLACE # 11:  E______________________ S____________________ B____________________ 

It has… 86   /  96  floors and it’s… 150   /  1050   / 1500   feet high. 

It was built in… 1832   /   1932 /   1942 

3.5 million  / 5.3  million people visit it each year. 

PLACE # 12    M______________________SQUARE   G_________________ 

What takes place here ?  ________________________________________________ 

PLACE # 13: B___________________ PARK. 

There is a big… cemetery  /  park   / castle  It was named after a... president  /  mayor 

 

PLACE # 14:  F__________________ D________________ 

Who was the 1st President of the United States ? _____________________________ 

He used to visit…  pubs   /  museums  / restaurants 

Wall Street:  the word ‘wall’ comes from a ______________ wall built by the…  Dutch    / German      in…      1563    / 1653 

PLACE # 15  G___________________Z_________________ 

Date of the terrorist attacks ? __________________________ 

PLACE #16  B________________________BRIDGE 

It was completed in      1883    /   1893     /  1983     and it was the _________________ bridge made. 

For a toll cost of  a… penny  / dollar    people were allowed to __________________ the bridge. 

PLACE #17  E_____________________ ISLAND 

From 1892 to 1954    /  1882  to  1904 12 million emigrants passed through it. 

PLACE #18    C__________________ S__________________ 

In the 1800s     / In the 1900s     a 40-foot wide draining ditch was built in this area. 

PLACE #19   C____________________ 

 

PLACE #20  L__________________ I___________________ 

You’re tempted by sights, _________________, ____________________ and culture. 

 

 

 

 


